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Please note: Not all of the following fields will appear on every record. Only the applicable fields will be shown. The
title record may be for a paper title certificate or a paperless electronic title. Electronic titles are issued when a lien
has been recorded for a lienholder participating in Idaho’s electronic lien and title (ELT) program.

1. OWNER NAME(S)

Owner names are formatted with last name first, followed by the first name,
middle name, and any suffix such as “JR, SR, 3RD”, etc.

2. NAME CONJUNCTIONS

Or

– Conjoined parties may act individually

And

– Conjoined parties must act jointly

DBA

– “Doing Business As”. Only the party listed before the DBA can act
individually

LSR

– Lessor. The party listed before LSR is the lessor and is considered the
“owner”.

LSE

– Lessee. The party listed before LSE is the lessee and is not considered
the owner.

3. ADDRESS

Includes the owner’s street address, City, State, and Zip. If both a street address
and mailing address are shown, the street address appears first, and the zip
code is for the mailing address. The zip code for the street address may follow
this address on the same line if it is different from the mailing address zip code.

4. TITLE NUMBER

A unique number assigned to an ownership certificate when first issued for a
vehicle or vessel. A prefix of “A” is assigned upon first transfer. This prefix
advances one letter each time the title is subsequently transferred/reissued.”

5. LIENHOLDER(S)

The number of lienholders recorded on the title.

6. DEALER

If the vehicle or vessel was sold to the owner(s) on this record by a licensed
Idaho dealer, the dealer’s unique license number will appear here.

7. LIENHOLDER

If this record is for a paper title, any person or entity shown here has a security
interest in the vehicle, and is the legal owner.

8. ELECTRONIC LIENHOLDER

If this record is for a paperless electronic title, any person or entity shown here
has a security interest in the vehicle, and is the legal owner.

9. LIEN RELEASED

This field only appears when there is no active lien recorded. If the lienholder
shown on the title certificate has released interest, the date of the release will
appear in this field. Otherwise, no date will be listed.

10. ISSUED

The date that the title was issued.

11. RECORDED

The date the county assessor’s motor vehicle office or the Idaho Transportation
department received the title application.

12. PRINTED

The date the title was printed. If the title is paperless, this is the date the title

record was created.
13. VIN/HIN

Vehicle identification number or hull identification number. A unique serial
number assigned to a vehicle/vessel by the manufacturer for identification
purposes.

14. YEAR

Model Year of the vehicle/vessel as designated by the manufacturer.

15. MAKE

For vehicles, this is the four-character make abbreviation/code assigned by the
National Crime Information Center. For vessels, this is the three-character
manufacturer’s identification code assigned by the U.S. Coast Guard.

16. BODY

General body style.
Common Body type examples:
4D

– Sedan, 4 door

BO

– Open Boat

BT

– Boat Trailer

CP

– Coupe

CT

– Travel/ Camping trailer

CV

– Convertible

FB

– Flatbed trailer or truck

HE

– Horse Trailer

LL

– Carry-all (sport utility vehicle)

MB

– Motorbike

MC

– Motorcycle

MV

– ATV

PK

– Pickup

UT

– Utility Trailer

UV

– Utility Type Vehicle (UTV)

VN

– Van

17. MODEL

For vehicles, typically the three-character model code assigned by the National
Crime Information Center.

18. COLOR

Three-letter abbreviation for the vehicle’s color.

19. WEIGHT

For utility and boat trailers, this is the unladen weight. For trucks, this is the
gross vehicle weight rating - the value specified by the manufacturer as the
maximum loaded weight of the vehicle.

20. LENGTH

Overall length of the vehicle/vessel.

21. WIDTH:

Overall width of the vehicle/vessel.

22. DESCRIPTION

An additional attribute or identifier specific to the model of the vehicle/vessel.

23. ODOMETER

A reading displayed on a mechanical or electronic odometer device on a motor
vehicle that indicates the distance the vehicle has traveled.

24. ODOMETER STATUS

Description of the vehicle’s odometer reading’s status.
Odometer status descriptions:
Actual

– Odometer reading reflects the actual mileage the vehicle has
travelled.

Not Actual

–Odometer reading does not reflect the actual mileage the
vehicle has travelled.

Exempt

– The vehicle was exempt from requirements to capture an
odometer reading and status because it is either at least 10
years old or has a gross vehicle weight rating of over 16,000
pounds.

Exceeds Mechanical Limits
– Odometer reading exceeds what the odometer device was
able to record. For example, if a vehicle has a five-digit device,
the reading “rolls over” to zero after reaching 99, 999, and the
reading shown thereafter “exceeds mechanical limits”.
No Device
– vehicle was built with no odometer device, has had the device
removed, or has an electronic device that is nonfunctional and does not display
a reading.
25. ODOMETER DATE

Date the odometer reading shown was recorded.

26. BRAND

A description on a certificate of title, as determined by the department or the
equivalent agency of another jurisdiction, which indicates and advises future
owners and interested parties that:

a. The vehicle has or has had a relevant physical condition, modification,
construction, alteration or history of use; or
b. Past or present ownership of the vehicle could not be clearly
established to the satisfaction of the department or the equivalent
agency of another jurisdiction.

Brand Types:
Assembled

– A vehicle which has been constructed using parts from two or
more vehicles and has the same appearance as a vehicle that
was manufactured under a specific make and model by a
manufacturer.

Bonded Title

– Owner was unable to provide sufficient proof of ownership to
obtain a regular, unbranded title for a vehicle less than 10 years
old. A surety bond was posted worth one-and-a-half times the
appraised value. The brand expiration date is three years from
the date of issue of the bonded title.

For Junk Only

– The owner has declared the vehicle to be junk and can never
be registered or operated on public roads again.

Glider Kits

– A commercial truck/tractor consisting of a kit which was made
into a complete vehicle by the addition of a used engine,
transmission, and rear axles and wheels.

Issued on Statement of Applicant (Conditional title)
– Owner was unable to provide sufficient proof of ownership to
obtain a regular, unbranded title for a vehicle at least 10 years
old. The brand expiration date is three years from the date of
issue of the conditional title.
Not Actual Mileage
– Odometer reading does not reflect the actual mileage the
vehicle has travelled.
Previous State Brand
– Brand was carried forward from a previous state’s title. Twoletter abbreviation for originating state is listed, followed by the
brand.
Rebuilt Salvage – A vehicle that was previously declared “salvage” or a “total
loss” by the owner or insurer, that has been rebuilt or repaired
using like make and model parts, and visually appears as a
vehicle that was originally constructed under a distinctive
manufacturer.
Reconstructed – The vehicle was declared “salvage” or a “total loss” by the
owner or insurer under a previous program, and generally had
two or more major component parts that required repair or
replacement.

Repaired

– The vehicle was declared “salvage” or a “total loss” by the
owner or insurer under a previous program, and generally had
one major component part that required repair or replacement.

Replica

– A vehicle made to replicate any vehicle previously
manufactured, using metal, fiberglass, or other composite
materials.

Replica Street Rod
– A vehicle made to replicate any pre-1949 vehicle which has
had a significant drive train update from a more modern
vehicle.
Salvage

– A vehicle or vessel was declared “salvage” or a “total loss” by
the owner or insurer.

Specially Constructed
– A vehicle or vessel that cannot be visually identified as having
been produced by a particular manufacturer. Examples include
a vehicle or vessel: that has been structurally modified so that
it does not have the same appearance as a similar vehicle or
vessel from the same manufacturer; or that has been
constructed entirely from homemade parts and materials not
obtained from other vehicles or vessels; or that has been
constructed by using major component parts from one or more
manufactured vehicles or vessels and cannot be identified as a
specific make or model; or that has been constructed by the use
of a custom kit that cannot be visually identified as a specific
make or model.
Street Rod

– Any pre-1949 vehicle that has had a significant drive train
update from a more modern vehicle.

Theft Recovery – The vehicle or vessel was previously issued a salvage
certificate due to an insurer’s payoff for a theft claim and upon
recovery, it was not damaged to the extent that it was “salvage”
as verified by the insurer.
27. RELEASE OF LIABILITY

A signed document completed and filed by a motor vehicle owner upon sale or
transfer of a vehicle. When the form has been properly completed and filed in a
timely manner, it provides protection for the filer from liability for the death of
or injury to a person, or damage to property resulting from negligence in the
vehicle’s operation after delivery to the buyer/transferee. It also protects the
filer from liability for any motor vehicle infractions, towing, storage, repair or
service charges that may occur subsequent to delivery of the vehicle.
If “No Release of Liability found for this title” appears, no release of liability has
been recorded. If a release of liability has been recorded, the date it was
entered on the system (transaction date) will be listed along with the vehicle’s
delivery date, the buyer’s name and address, and the seller’s name and address.

28. LICENSE PLATE

A metal tag affixed to a vehicle displaying a unique series of letters or numbers
bearing evidence of official registration and permission for the use of the
vehicle.

29. STICKER NUMBER

vinyl decals that are applied to the license plates displaying a unique number
and the expiration month and year

30. EXPIRATION DATE

Date in which the selected registration record expires.

31. REG TYPE

A specific category of registration.
Registration types:
4H
AG
AP
AR
AV
BC
BK
BQ
BS
BT
CC
CG
CL
CT
CV
CZ
DL
DP
DV
ER
ES
EX
FF
FL
FM
FN
GS
HL
HO
HP
HT
IA
IR
IT
LC
LP
MC
ME
MH
MO

– Idaho 4H Clubs
– Agriculture in Classroom
– Appaloosa
– Amateur Radio
– ATV Motorcycle (MC)
– Breast Cancer Education
– Idaho Mountain Biking
– Basque Heritage
– Boy Scouts
– Boat
– Classic Motorcycle
– Collegiate
– Classic Vehicle
– Commercial Truck
– Corvette
– Capitol Commission
– Dealer Laden
– Dealer Plate
– Disabled Veteran
– Elks Rehab Hospital
– Earth Sciences and Lapidary (Gem State)
– Exempt
– Firefighter
– Fleet
– Freemason
– Idaho Friends of NRA
– Gold Star
– Historic Lewiston
– House
– Disability Placard
– House Trailer
– Idaho Aviation Foundation (Aero)
– Idaho Rangeland
– Idaho Territory Sesquicentennial
– Lewis & Clark
– Loaner Plate
– Motorcycle
– Natural Resources and Mining Education
– Motor Home
– Medal of Honor

MR
MS
NG
NR
NT
OH
OT
PA
PC
PD
PO
PR
PS
PT
PW
RM
RP
RU
RV
SA
SB
SE
SK
SL
SM
SN
SO
SP
SR
ST
TI
TM
TP
TR
TS
UV
VM
VN
WL
WR
WW
YM
YO

32. TRAN TYPE

– Military Reservist
– Motorcycle Safety
– National Guard
– National Rifle Association
– Non-Commercial Truck
– Off-Highway Motorcycle/ATV/UTV/SOHV
– Old Timer
– Idaho Parks & Rec Passport
– Passenger Car
– Peace Officer Memorial
– Famous Potatoes
– Historic Preservation
– Pearl Harbor
– Purple Heart
– Prisoner of War
– Rocky Mountain ELK
– Repossess Plate
– Restricted Use Vehicle
– Recreational Vehicle
– Saw tooth
– School Bus
– Senate
– Snow skier
– Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness
– Snowmobile/ATV
– Snowmobile Plate
– Special Olympics, World Winter Games
– Sample Plate
– Street Rod
– School Transport Safety
– Timber
– Temporary
– Transporter Plate
– Support Our Troops
– Innovation
– Off-road Utility Vehicle
– Veteran Motorcycle
– Veteran
– Wildlife
– Wrecker
– Whitewater Rafting
– Year of Manufacture
– Youth

Describes type of transaction made on a vehicle registration.
Tran types:
AQ
CC
CO
CX

–ABQ noncompliance
–Cancelled (usually ABQ cancelation)
–Correction
–Remove cancellation

DR
NE
RM
RN
RP
RS
SP
SR
SV
TF
TR

–Duplicate registration
–New issue
–Renewal by mail
–Renewal
-Replacement plate
–Replacement stickers
–Stolen plate
–Surrendered plate
–Sold vehicle
–Transfer
–Transfer renewal

33. TRAN DATE

Most recent transaction date.

34. SUB

A sub category which applies to a specific registration type.
Subtype

35. OPTIONS

ANY
ATV
BUS
CAR
CBS
CTK
CYL
DLR
EXM
INQ
MFR
MHM
NBS
NEV
NON
NRC
NTK
PAS

– Vehicle irrelevant
– All terrain vehicle body type always MV
– Bus
– Car or truck less than 8001 lbs.
– Commercial bus
– Commercial truck
– Motorcycle
– Dealer
– Exempt
– Inquiries only
– Manufacturer
– Motor home
– Non-commercial bus
– Neighborhood electric vehicle
– Non-profit
– Non-resident certificate
– Non-commercial truck
– IDPR parks passport

P
H
C

-Personalized
-Handicapped
- Centennial.

